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Holly M. Kirby, J., dissenting in part.

The majority Opinion in this case is well-reasoned and carefully analyzed, and I agree with
the majority in most respects.  I dissent, however, on the issue of the date of Boothe’s termination.

The majority is correct in its conclusion that Boothe’s conduct did not amount to a breach
of loyalty.  Under the employment agreement, then, Boothe was entitled to 90 days’ notice of the
termination of his employment.  Fred’s did not give Boothe the required 90-day notice, but instead
terminated him immediately.  This was a breach of the employment agreement.

The majority, however, goes beyond saying that this breach entitled Boothe to pay and
benefits for the 90-day notice period.  The majority finds that Boothe was in fact employed for ninety
days beyond the date on which he received written confirmation of his earlier oral termination. To
support this fiction, the majority creates a new employment status - “active” employment versus
“inactive” employment.

Clearly Boothe was in fact terminated on the date that he was told to gather his personal
belongings and leave the building.  If this termination violated the employment agreement requiring
notice, then he is entitled to pay and benefits for the period in which he would have been employed
had the agreement not been breached.  But to go further and create the legal fiction that Boothe was
in fact employed during the ninety-day notice period risks spillover into areas unrelated to Boothe’s
rights under his employment contract, such as worker’s compensation or ERISA or taxation.  Boothe
was fired on November 20, 2000, and this reality should be recognized.

For this reason, I dissent in part.  I concur in the remainder of the majority Opinion.
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